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Diagnostic differences between
boys and girls

Diagnosis of autistic girls - definitions

• Probably 1 girl : 2 boys
• Girls possible MORE common at the able end of
the spectrum, not less
• Girls misdiagnosed with other things

• Diagnostic tools on their own don’t pick up girls effectively
• ADOS is not scored for gender differences
• DISCO does, but reliant on knowledgeable & experienced
diagnostician

• Criteria is biased towards identification of boys – Looks for
what boys do:

• Girls not diagnosed at all
• 7/10 girls with anorexia or bulimia are also
autistic
• Girls are LESS likely to be diagnosed, even when
more severely affected by their autism

• Spinning wheels on a toy car
• Lining up train engines (not Barbie Dolls)

• Girls ‘do’ eye contact
• Girls have a lifetime being expected to be social
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Differences between boys
and girls

How autism can look different in
girls and women? – Special
Interests

• Boys have more repetitive behaviours
• More girls are recognised with intellectual
disability than boys
• More girls also have epilepsy
• Parents less aware that their daughter is
struggling socially than their son

• Special interests are more mainstream but MUCH
more intense
• Celebrities
• TV
• Animals
• Friend
• Boyfriend
• Gaming
• Japanese Manga & Anime
• Comics and Cosplay

• Do they look more ‘normal’?
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Why is autism in girls so rarely recognised?
• Gender expectations lead girls to ‘behave’
more ‘normal’
• Perception, assessment and diagnosis are
biased

Key themes from the
lived experience Trying to fit in
• Friendships
• Social Interaction

• Socially awkward boy = think autism
• Socially awkward girl = think shy or anxiety
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• Gender
• Difficulties with the norm
• Masking and camouflaging
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Friendship
“Lonely… she
recognises she’s
different, she sees
others getting together
and she would like to
be a part of it”
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Autistic girls – friendships but…
• May want to be with others and be sociable
• May have 1 or 2 friends
• May operate ‘at the fringes’ of the group
• Observing
• Mimicking/acting
• Being manipulated
• Being exploited
• Getting it wrong
AMAZING COMPENSATION SKILLS – but EXHAUSTING
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Girls, boys, friendships and
bullying – Felicity Sedgewick PhD

How autistic girls’ friendships
change over time
• Friendships can be hard even as an adult –
but they get better
• Romantic relationships become much more
important
• As we get older we tend to get happier with
our relationships
• Not understanding other people well can
leave autistic women highly vulnerable.

• Girls can have strong friendships
• Having a friend protects from bullying
• Boys and girls are bullied in different
ways
• Autistic teenagers are more likely to be
bullied, and autistic girls are most likely
• Autistic boys and girls have very
different friendships and its different
when they go wrong too.

https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/10059936/3/Sedgewick_TextFile_Final_3.pdf

https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/10059936/3/Sedgewick_TextFile_
Final_3.pdf
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Autistic people are less likely
to be straight – Weir et al. 2022

Teenage is a
time for
trying on
identities

An online study of 2386 adults found that
• Autistic men more likely to be bisexual
(than NT men)
• Autistic women more likely to be gay
(than NT women)
• Autistic women are more likely than
autistic men to:
• have a wider range of sexual orientation
(except being homosexual)
• Engage in sexual activity
• Start having sex earlier

The sexual health, orientation, and activity of autistic
adolescents and adults - PubMed (nih.gov)
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Rejecting Gender Roles

So many more
options to explore
• Personal identity
• Style
• Gender identity
• Sexuality
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What makes it difficult?

Gender

• Puberty struggling with body changes internally
and externally
• Hormonal changes are unpredictable
• Fear of pregnancy – more body change
• Sensory issues with clothing
• What to wear
• What toilet to use if transgender
• Sexualisation, unwanted attention and touching

“I’m just not good at
being a girl”

What can you do?
• Find out more – do your research
• Recognise the human, not the gender or sexuality.
• Use what they would like to be called, whether it’s ‘he’, ‘she’ or ‘they’
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How do people know what sex you are?
• Ultrasound/pre-birth scan
• Birth Certificate
• Male or Female body parts
• Genetic testing XX or XY
• Hormones
• Testosterone
• Oestrogen levels
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LGBTQIA - overlapping identity + sexuality
• Lesbian – a woman who is attracted to women – Hannah Gadsby
(comic)
• Gay (men) – a man (or woman) who is attracted to someone of the
same sex – Lil Nas X (rapper)
• Bisexual or Bi – attracted to people of more than 1 gender – Alan
Cumming (actor)
• Transgender or trans – Someone whose gender doesn’t match what
they were assigned at birth – Laverne Cox (actress)
• Queer – not straight and may not identify with other labels Jameela
Jamil (actress)
• Intersex – born with biology not solely male or female - Hanne Gaby
Odiele (supermodel)
• Asexual ‘ace’ - someone who experiences little or no sexual attraction –
Evan Edinger (You Tuber)
• Pansexual – gender is not a factor in attraction – Cara Delevigne (model,
actress & singer)

It’s not just about the
body you have – its
how you express it too
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Elliot Page interview with Oprah – April 2021

What is gender dysphoria?
• Gender dysphoria is a term that
describes a sense of unease that a
person may have because of a
mismatch between their biological
sex and their gender identity.
• This sense of unease or
dissatisfaction may be so intense it
can lead to depression and anxiety
and have a harmful impact on daily
life.
Gender dysphoria - Treatment - NHS (www.nhs.uk)

https://youtu.be/Mh8w19P_IG8
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Lana & Lily Wachowski

What helps?

“The Matrix is a trans metaphor” – Lily Wachowski

“We know that queer youth who have
family support adjust to things a lot
better,” “It’s really vital to have the
support of the parents even if parents
don’t agree with the child’s decision.”

https://youtu.be/adXm2sDzGkQ

- Michael Enenbach, MD, a child and adolescent
psychiatrist and clinical director at the Child Mind
Institute in the San Francisco Bay Area.
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Gender-diverse and
autistic – without
gender dysphoria

Reducing Vulnerability
Chapters
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Platonic friendships
Sex
Romantic relationships
Drugs, alcohol and other substances
Preparing to go out
Internet, mobile devices and digital information
sharing
7. Money
8. Work
9. Moods, emotions, feelings and mental health
10. Useful skills and strategies for multiple situations

• People who don’t identify with the
sex they were assigned at birth are
3 to 6x more likely to be autistic
• Autistic people are more likely to
be gender diverse
• Data from 641,860 people from
Simon Baron-Cohen’s 2017 dataset
Largest study to date confirms overlap between autism and gender
diversity | Spectrum | Autism Research News (spectrumnews.org)
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Consent isn’t about a cup of tea
• First Class honours in Social Work
• Doctorate in Psychology
• Public Speaker
• Published ‘Life Behind Glass’ in 1998
• Then 17 other books on autism!

https://youtu.be/1wOqcU79Rh8

http://www.buildsomethingpositive.com/wenn/
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Sources of Support for Gender and Sexuality Issues

Amazing Autistic Women and Girls …

• Gender Identity Development Service (GIDS) –
www.gids.nhs.uk
• Gendered Intelligence –
www.genderedintelligence.co.uk
• Mermaids – www.mermaids.org.uk
• Gender Identity Research and Education
Society – www.gires.org.uk
• Stonewall – www.stonewall.org.uk
• Local LGBTQ groups
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• Robyn Steward – Author, researcher and Jazz musician
• Temple Grandin – World leader in cattle management
techniques
• Lana Grant – Author ‘From Here to Maternity’, Doula, AET
trainer.
• Talia Grant – Actress on ‘Hollyoaks’
• Katie Buckingham – Entrepreneur
• Dr Wenn Lawson. Psychologist
• Dr Kate Fox – Stand-up comedian, poet and broadcaster
• Laura James – author – ‘Odd Girl Out’
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Autistic Girls, Women and their Families
Raise Their Voices
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Join the Different Joy Club
www.differentjoy.com/ADJClubNewsletterSignUp

www.differentjoy.com
sarah-jane@differentjoy.com
www.facebook.com/differen
tjoMy mobile is 07540
299207y/
@SarahJaneCritch
https://za.pinterest.com/sar
ahjanecritch/a-different-joy/
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